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ABSTRACT
This research aimed to analyze the Student’s Conceptual Knowledge using Cooperative Learning type Group Investigation and conventional learning and also to analyze whether students conceptual knowledge by using cooperative learning model type group investigation is greater than conventional learning in the subject matter Static Fluid. This research use a quasi experimental pretest and posttest with control design. The populations were 195 students grade X-science in SMA N 10 Medan academic year 2016/2017. The samples consist of two classes, one class with 30 students as experiment class and one class as control class with 30 students, while the sampling technique used cluster random sampling. Research instrument used essay test. The result showed that Student’s Conceptual Knowledge in experiment class with Cooperative Learning type Group Investigation model had been significantly different from control class with conventional learning. In addition, the improvement of Cooperative Learning type Group Investigation in experiment class was greater than control class. This meant implementation Cooperative Learning type Group Investigation has a significant effect toward Student’s Conceptual Knowledge.
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